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Fiscal Performance Report for the Month of August 2000

 

Overall budget and treasury performance

    The negative developments in the treasury operations were offset by an improvement in budgetary operations, leading to 
a decrease in the ratio of the total deficit (budget + treasury) to total expenditures from 60% and 55.4% in June and July 
2000 respectively, to 37% in August 2000. As for the ratio for the first 8 months in 2000, it decreased from 53.4% to 51%. 
The Ministry of Finance expects this trend in the total deficit to persist due to the positive developments expected to 
continue in the budget operations and especially on the revenue side.

Budget operations

A. The budget deficit

    The budget deficit as of the end of August, decreased from 26.9% to 23.9% of budget expenditures, with the Ministry of 
Finance expecting this decreasing trend to continue in the coming months. As a result of these developments, the primary 
surplus amounted to LL142 billion, increasing from 5.40% of budget expenditures in August 1999 to 22.23% of budget 
expenditures in August of this year.

B. Detailed performance of budget revenues

    Budget revenues for August 2000 amounted to LL 493.5 billion compared to LL 372.6 billion in August 1999. The 
lengthening exemption period from penalties set by Parliament, and especially law No. 218 that had made possible to defer 
tax payments till the end of August 2000 without bearing any penalty had, for the first seven months of the year, a large 
negative impact on revenues operations. The expiration of this period provided the treasury with long awaited revenues. As 
a result, budget deficit in August was 23% of budget expenditures compared to 53% and 52% in June and July 2000 
respectively, and 27% in August 1999.

    It is also worth noting, that budget revenues as of the end of August 2000 increased by 4.2% when compared to the same 
period of last year, despite all the negative factors that were in place and that were specified in previous fiscal performance 
reports.

Treasury Operations

    As for treasury operations, Electricité du Liban (EDL) once more withdrew an amount of LL 172.5 billion to finance its 
deficit, debt service, and fuel purchases. The total amount of transfers to EDL since the beginning of the year amounted to 
LL 348.3 billion, this in addition to LL 190 billion transferred from the treasury to municipalities. Due to these 
developments, LL 1,305 billion was transferred this year compared to LL 808 billion for the same period of last year, 
representing an increase of 19%.
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